That's right: lighting is a language. Not an art. Not a science. A language: a channel of nonverbal communication! If words had never been conceived, lighting would continue to convey information about our environment and about our intentions. Lighting designers should employ this language consciously and deliberately.
Verbal languages differentiate active from passive, subject from object. In lighting too, 'active' elements -luminaires or windowsdiffer fundamentally from 'passive' elements such as objects illuminated. An active element never looks textured, grey or brown, olivegreen or navy-blue. Luminance photometry simply fails to describe our experience of passive elements. A sheet of paper looks white and a lump of coal looks black even when their luminances are reversed. Colour constancy applies to passive elements, and only to passive elements.
Though an illuminated surface can become a source of reflected light we can still generally distinguish a lit surface from a luminaire. Where the distinction fails the outcome is visual ambiguity which, like verbal ambiguity, may be stimulating (e.g. floodlighting) or irritating (e.g. many artificial windows, some luminous ceilings). A lighting designer must approach ambiguity with caution and deliberation.
So long as the visible properties of surface (reflectance, texture, etc.) are separable from the properties of incident light (illuminance, vector, source spectrum), the relation between the illumination and the lit object is analogous to the relation between an adjective and a noun. The lighting will reveal or modify attributes of the passive element by modelling, colour rendering, sheen, etc. The key to display lighting is to apply the right adjectives to each passive target.
The simplest messages in any language are the imperatives, like the words one might use to train a dog: ''Come'', ''Go'', Stay''. The language of lighting likewise includes the imperatives of attraction and repulsion. A bright object beckons -'the phototropic effect'. Glare repels. It expresses hostility. It says ''Go away''. The hierarchy of light and shade is a scale of relative significance, the principal focus being the brightest passive element. Many good lighting systems contain no message beyond these direct imperatives, which can be harnessed to guide visitors, to define spaces and to declare priorities.
An imperative is self-contained. Another job of a language is to tell a story from start to finish. Every building one enters is experienced as movement from one site to the next. We judge the brightness and warmth of each space by contrast with the brightness and warmth of the space through which we have just passed. The interface between each and the next is crucial. We register the transition from a bright space into a dimlylit space, from daylight into electric light, from uplights to downlights, from warm to cool, in whichever order the changes occur. Lighting tells its tale once it is planned and experienced as a meaningful sequence.
Lighting designers need to face fresh questions: ''What message does my lighting convey?'' ''What does the lighting mean?'' Much of contemporary lighting is arbitraryassertive but meaningless -and will remain so until we accept that lighting is not an art, not a science: a language!
